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This 2008 issue of The Citadel magazine focuses on the unique vision to which we are dedicated: “Achieving excellence
in the education of principled leaders.”
What is “principled leadership”? I believe it is possessing the knowledge and experience to succeed personally and
inspire others to greatness, and making the commitment to use that leadership to the benefit of our region, the nation
and the world.

Throughout these pages you will meet cadets and alumni who embody the “four pillars” of The Citadel that form
the foundation for the Corps of Cadets: academics, athletics, military and character. These individuals provide dramatic
illustrations of the very special training our cadets receive.
Our efforts to provide a unique educational experience have been recognized
by the students and families who decide The Citadel will provide the best
preparation for the challenges of the 21st century. This year’s freshman class is the
largest in 32 years and possesses among the highest grade averages and SAT scores in
the history of The Citadel.

2

The Citadel remains top
ranked by U.S.News for both
quality and value

What else is new
at Johnson Hagood
Stadium?

Then I remember the day I left The Citadel—May 3, 2008—and I remember the hopes and dreams I had
brought with me as well as the pile of yellowed undershirts and worn sheets and holey black socks I left behind
in the dumpster. I remember the blue Carolina sky in my rearview mirror and the realization that four years
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The Citadel continues to be among
the top 10 colleges and universities in
the South that offer value and a quality
educational program to students, based

The revitalized Johnson
Hagood Stadium, with
an approximate price
tag of $42 million, is an

on the 2009 U.S.News & World Report
rankings.

investment that will be
guarded around the clock
by a tenacious Bulldog
monument.

In the 2009 rankings, The Citadel was
named:

2009

• No. 2 best master’s degree-granting
public institution in the South.
• No. 5 among all master’s degree-

granting colleges and universities, both public and private, in the South.
• No. 7 best value among institutions in the South.
The Citadel was one of only two public colleges in the nation to earn a spot on the
“Best Value” list for master’s degree-granting institutions.
“We are very proud to be one of the best overall colleges in our category and
a top value as well,” said Citadel President Lt. Gen. John W. Rosa. “The U.S.News
recognition afﬁrms our hard work at providing a unique, high quality education that is
dedicated to preparing principled leaders while keeping costs as low as possible.”
The School of Engineering moved up from No. 38 to No. 34 in this year’s
rankings of the best undergraduate engineering programs in the nation. In addition,
the civil engineering program was ranked No. 8 in undergraduate engineering
specialty programs.

Inside
Lesesne
Gate
Photography by Russ Pace

A well-known figure in black pants and a black shirt
with one camera slung over a shoulder and another
in front of his face, Citadel Photographer Russ Pace

Poised ferociously on
the corner of Hagood
Avenue and Congress Street, this impressive statue, on its pedestal, stands 10
feet tall and watches over the Corps of Cadets while gazing protectively toward
The Citadel campus.
The new big dog on campus was crafted in the likeness of Bulldog mascot Boo by
renowned sculpture artist Michael Hamby, a retired professional football player with
the Buffalo Bills, whose commissioned sculptures include works for the NFL Hall of
Fame and the College Football Hall of Fame.
The monument became a reality through private donations, primarily from the
class of 1968 in recognition of its 40th reunion this year. Plaques mounted on the
base acknowledge, on one side, those stadium benefactors who have contributed
$500,000 or more to the renovation project and, on the other side, those who have
contributed $100,000 or more and those who have stepped up to meet former
Athletic Director Les Robinson’s challenge to give $100,000 or more.

The Citadel was one of only two public colleges in the nation to earn a

Cadets talk
politics on Fox

spot on the “Best Value” list for master’s degree-granting institutions.
Col. Dennis Fallon, dean of the School of Engineering, said he is both personally
and professionally proud.

Fox News’ Frank Luntz talked
to cadets in January about the
impact young voters can make
in this year’s election. Luntz was

“I am proud of our engineering curriculum that is underpinned by a rigorous
academic program and signiﬁcant opportunity to develop principled leadership skills,”

on campus getting feedback from
cadets on issues and candidates
while hosting a voter focus group
in response to the Republican
debate in Myrtle Beach.

he said. “To have our programs recognized nationally in this manner only enhances
my sense of pride.”
“We are delighted that The Citadel appears so prominently in the U.S.News
rankings, but a more important proof of success is students who want to attend,”
said Brig. Gen. Samuel M. Hines, Jr., provost and dean of the college. “This year
we are matriculating our largest freshman class in 32 years, which is a powerful
demonstration that families believe The Citadel provides the best preparation for
meeting the challenges students will face.”

is always looking through a lens on campus—Parents’ Day, Homecoming, the Christmas Candlelight
Service, Corps Day, Graduation. And he’s around
on uneventful days, too, when the sun creeps up
over the chapel and then later when it sinks over
second battalion, when reveille is played in the
morning and when taps is played after lights out,
when cadets hustle to class and when they march
to lunch, when the sun shines and when it rains.
With 22 years and almost 600 parades under his
belt, his pictures tell The Citadel story in a way
that words cannot.
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34 Inside Lesesne Gate
by Russell Pace

“They’re bright. They’re articulate. They’re smart, and they care about this
country,” Luntz said about Citadel cadets who appeared on “Hannity and Colmes”
Jan. 11.

4

Command Sgt. Maj. Sylvan B. Bauer, Jr., USA (Ret.)

I planned to rise to the top, not without a little effort, but still relatively unharmed—and not a bit changed.

by Lt. Gen. John W. Rosa, USAF (Ret.), ’73

Russell Pace
Special Assistance

with their shiny swords and big feathered hats they called shakos. The grass was so green, the buildings were
so white and everything seemed so perfect. And I was going to be a part of it. As I had in every other situation,
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IN THE NEWS

Photographer

How weak I would have to be to allow that to happen. As an 18-year-old high school senior, I had been
dazzled by the pomp and circumstance of the dress parades with the bagpipes’ serenade and the senior ofﬁcers

2 From the President

IN THE NEWS

Jarret Sonta

optimistic and naïve, believing that this school would never change me.

John W. Rosa, ‘73
Lieutenant General, USAF (Retired)
President

Dennis P. Bergvall

Associate Editor

remember watching dark clouds gather on the horizon but still being

by Tara Woodside, ’08

We are honored these ambitious young people have chosen The Citadel, and we are
committed to the kind of success you will read about in this issue of The Citadel.

Executive Director, The Citadel Foundation

Jennifer Wallace

box brimming with white undershirts, white sheets and black socks. I

28 Six Words: A New Graduate Shares
the Secret to Her Success

We put the highest priority on developing principled leaders. The Krause Initiative in Ethics and Leadership, a campuswide effort to enhance leadership development and ethical growth at The Citadel, was established in July 2003 and provides
institutional programs and activities that will help strengthen The Citadel’s preparation of principled leaders.

Col. L. Jeffrey Perez

Editor

By Tara Woodside

I remember the day I reported to The Citadel—August 17, 2004—and
I remember the hopes and dreams I brought with me as well as the
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4 In the News

by the Office of External Affairs

Capt. Judith C. Burges

+
Washington, D.C., in mid-May is sunny with

Charlene Gunnells, CGC ’04

+
vehicles moves through Independence Avenue

temperatures in the high 80s. At the Capitol,

The /1WbORSZB`ORWbW]\
Four Pillars

Patricia M. Kinard
Patricia P. McArver
Maj. Jeffrey Price, ’92

despite the soaring price of gas, which, along

tourists, staﬀers and vendors clog the sidewalks.

with the ﬂagging economy, is a hot topic in the

A steady stream of cars, trucks and delivery

news and among presidential candidates.

The Citadel

on the Hill
by Jennifer Wallace

The Citadel has long been known for
producing leaders of principle, a tradition

Col. Joseph W. Trez, ’69

that goes back to 1843 when the first
cadets reported to the original campus
on Marion Square. In 1922, the college

Board of Visitors

moved to its present location on the

Maj. Gen. Arthur H. Baiden III, AUS (Ret.), ’62

has remained steadfast in its ability to

Col. Glenn D. Addison, ’79

instruction, military training, physical

banks of the Ashley River, but despite
the change in geography, the college

The following pages illustrate just a few
examples of the four pillars that support
the growth and development of each
Citadel cadet.

10

Col. Claude W. Burns III, ’80
Col. W. Thomas McQueeney, ’74

by Jennifer Wallace

readiness and development of character.

Col. Douglas A. Snyder, ’82
Col. William G. Kastner, ’74

47

46 The Citadel on the Hill

the four pillars of learning—academic

Col. William E. Jenkinson III, ’68
Col. Allison Dean Love, CGC ’93

46

build leaders, a process that begins with

11
A few minutes ago, it was my pleasure to announce

10 The Four Pillars

Raytheon engineers and scientists is felt in many ways: from
air traffic management systems that track you across the U.S.

A Zogby survey we commissioned found that most
middle schoolers aren’t making the connection between
the need to study math and science and achieving dream
engineering-oriented careers, like video game development,
amusement park ride design, and even Mars exploration.
Helping them make this linkage is very important.

grounded in math and science, who tackle and solve difficult

pursue degrees in science, technology, engineering and
math later on, which will help replenish the technology

The security and prosperity of our country depend on

to a community-wide need for continuing education for teachers in the Lowcountry,
graduate education came to The Citadel in the fall of 1968 when the Evening
College (as it was known then) began offering a smattering of courses to the
community. Today, the curriculum has grown to a full-scale program offering six

in The Moral Imperative of School Leadership that “school

techniques, our talents or our knowledge that matter, it is our
being.” Educators perform perfunctory, albeit necessary

here, for principled leadership has a spiritual dimension.

tasks (taking attendance, planning lessons, grading quizzes,

Such a spiritual or moral component means, in Fullan’s

etc.), but the overriding responsibility, according to Bolman

words, that “principled behavior [is] connected to something

and Deal, is “to give passionate, relentless attention to

greater than ourselves [and] relates to human and social

mission and purpose, continually seeking ways to offer the

development.”

graduate degrees in 14 disciplines as well as three undergraduate degrees. To
celebrate CGC’s anniversary we asked School of Education Dean Col. Tony
Johnson to write about the education program at The Citadel today.

gift of significance
Simply put, Bolman
and Deal conclude

as a keynote speaker for the inaugural Citadel Principled Leadership Symposium. While on campus,
he also met with students and faculty to announce Raytheon’s generous $500,000 gift to provide

in community.” By
devoting themselves
to a common cause or
higher calling, good
to join the quest.

By Col. Tony W. Johnson

The Citadel’s School of Education Mission of Developing Principled Educational Leaders

that is, students with
an overarching moral

teachers and other

most professional

professional educators

education programs,

to know their fields

the unique Citadel

and how to share

graduates who are committed to purposeful, moral

what they teach. But these skills and attributes alone are

leadership. The Citadel’s principled educators are quiet

principled leaders for all walks of life, the School of Education

loner, a rugged individual who saves the day through larger-

seeks to develop principled educational leaders for pre-

than-life activities. Even the mild-mannered Gary Cooper

kindergarten through 12th-grade. But to achieve our mission

goes out to face evil alone while townspeople cower in the

successfully, we must first plainly articulate what we mean by

background. This version of heroic, solitary leadership is not

a principled educational leader.

what we are about.

Perhaps the best way to do this is to explain what is not

Still, the question of what constitutes a principled

meant by principled educational leadership. The Citadel’s

educational leader remains. Just as Plato reminds us that a

School of Education aspires to develop principled educational

surgeon’s skill can be used to kill as well as cure, possessing

not sufficient. To empower others to embrace the finely

leaders who—through careful, thoughtful and practical

textured nature of reality, educators must be reflective and

efforts—influence the lives of students in their classrooms and

know their own hearts. In Parker Palmer’s words from his

increasingly the culture of the school and system of which

book The Courage to Teach, “good teachers join self and

they are a part. As Joseph Badaracco, Jr., suggests in

subject and students in the fabric of life. They are able to

Leading Quietly, quiet leadership is a way of thinking about

weave a complex web of connections among themselves,

students and schools in such a way that, through “small

their subjects and their students so that students can learn to

and obscure deeds,” lives can be changed and schools

weave a world for themselves.”

transformed into better places and more effective institutions.

As Palmer suggests, self-knowledge is essential to living
an ethical life and a necessary prerequisite for becoming a

leaders, but the many manifestations of the conventional

the necessary knowledge and skills of an educational

principled educational leader. The first step to becoming an

heroic image of John Wayne, or even Gary Cooper in High

leader does not ensure that those skills will be used for

ethical leader is spiritual exploration. Lee G. Bolman and

Jan. 1, 1946) are now eligible for Social Security.

teachers and parents for the personal commitment they are

I would like to close by saying our company wants to
make sure that those of you who will serve in the military—

than 10,000 per day, almost seven people a minute! And

that we can provide you with an unfair advantage on the

the demographics suggest that not only are Boomers getting

battlefield if ever needed. Thank you for inviting me to speak

his remarks prepared for delivery to The Citadel Principled Leadership Symposium.

older, but the labor pool is becoming more diverse.

with you, and all the very best!
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In fulﬁlling Fund Freedom’s mission on campus, Darby
and Newkirk also sought to provide a link between graduating
seniors and alumni while serving as an example of giving back
for underclass cadets. In addition to recruiting volunteers for this
past year, they hoped to educate future cadets and students across
the country about the value of volunteering and the personal
rewards of philanthropy.

“Quiet leadership,” Badaracco says, “is what moves and
changes the world.”
Quiet leaders are humble about the breadth of their
knowledge and their significance within the larger scheme

20

As they deﬁned their mission and established their
methods, the cadets turned also toward organizational matters
to ensure Fund Freedom’s ongoing success, appointing Darby
to serve as president and Newkirk as treasurer for the 20072008 academic year.

21

20 The Quiet Leader:

Emeritus Board Member

The Citadel’s School of Education Mission of
Developing Principled Educational Leaders

Col. Leonard C. Fulghum, Jr., ’51

by Col. Tony W. Johnson

Non-Voting Representatives

Leaving with Direction

To expand their reach beyond the campus gates, they invited
San Diego State University student Jay Lara to serve as secretary,
and tapped Joel Johnson, a researcher and fundraiser with Gallup
in Nebraska, to ﬁll the vice president slot. Together, the team
began the process of ﬁling for 501(c)(3) nonproﬁt status with the
Internal Revenue Service.
In addition to the mentoring of Crowe, the young
entrepreneurs sought counsel from several prominent Citadel
professors, including D. Sykes Wilford, the Hipp Distinguished
Chair in Business Administration and Darby’s assigned mentor
in the business program. They also looked to business professor
Richard Dowell, who gave the eager cadets a crash course in
developing a business with an online presence.
The founders of Fund Freedom hope that the passion and
purpose that got the organization off the ground will sustain it for
the long term, both for the good work it seeks to do and for the
hands-on business experience it provides.

$BEFU)&30T'VOE'SFFEPN
American troops would be the H.E.R.O. Project:
Honoring their Efforts through Recognition
Operation, in appreciation of the service
men and women who risk their lives daily
overseas for the safety and security of
those back home.

It is impossible to predict where inspiration might
strike. For Brannon Darby, '08, his travels abroad for
a summer internship sparked a uniquely American idea that
would draw upon the innovation, leadership, commitment
to service and business administration skills he had been
cultivating throughout his cadet career.
While traveling in Spain the summer before his senior year,
Darby became increasingly aware that American foreign policy
was not being well received across the globe. Keeping up with
the war in Iraq through international newscasts, he was dismayed
by the prevailing negative attitude toward the country’s military
objectives, and particularly uncomfortable with the lack of
support being shown for our troops ﬁghting on foreign soil.

by Creighton Eddings, CGC ’05

Darby decided to make a difference.
Drawing upon his cadet experience as an accounting major,
and gathering the support of volunteers on campus and friends
across the country, Darby launched the Fund Freedom project,
www.fundfreedom.org. Throughout the course of his senior year,
this small volunteer effort would grow into a registered nonproﬁt,
nonpartisan national fundraising organization with a mission of
preserving the freedoms outlined in the U.S. Constitution and
educating the public of these basic rights.
Returning to campus as a senior in the fall of 2007, Darby
quickly got to work. He and rising junior Ryan Newkirk, '09,
a fellow accounting major, came up with a business plan and a
viable model for operating a real-world and online fundraising
business. The newly minted entrepreneurs decided that Fund
Freedom’s ﬁrst major initiative to recognize and build support for

Dr. Gary G. Durante, ’80, President,
The Citadel Alumni Association

Let me thank you in advance for your leadership, and let
me ask all the students here to please be sure to thank your
making to your future.

And the Social Security Administration projects that
nearly 80 million Americans will become eligible for Social
Security benefits over the next two decades. That’s more

experience fosters

others. They must also be fully aware of why they teach

leader. The many John Wayne characters, along with other
heroic figures in popular culture such as Dirty Harry, Rambo,

closer toward retirement. According to the Social Security
Administration, the first Baby Boomers (born on or after

readers would be interested in the thoughts he shared during his visit. What follows are excerpts from

by William H. Swanson

purpose. More than

Noon, do not exemplify our vision of a principled educational

the Lone Ranger, or even Spiderman, personify the hero as a

of Americans can enjoy the security and prosperity that my
generation has enjoyed.

52 The Raytheon Scholars Fund

educators as principled
educational leaders,

teaches? It is, to be
sure, necessary for

that knowledge with
Preparing educators to go out into the world to motivate,

room to please join this effort. Please help us replenish our
engineering and scientific pipeline so that future generations

First, the current Boomer generation of engineers and
scientists, the great population bulge, is moving ever
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to develop professional

must ask themselves:
who is the self that

The Quiet Leader

continue this effort at the college level, which is important
to us and our nation. And I would ask everyone in this

demographics changing.

The Citadel aspires

purpose, there is a key
question our students

inspire and shape young minds is a tremendous responsibility

scholarship grants encouraging diversity in the fields of engineering, math and science. We thought our

I am here today to focus with you on the opportunity to

very competitive world. But will our country have enough
engineers and scientists to do this important work in the
future? That’s an important question. And we see the

leaders persuade others

leader. To discover
this overarching moral

and one to which The Citadel School of Education is

Corps of Cadets and student delegates from senior military colleges and other colleges in the region

that “leadership is a
relationship rooted

overarching moral
purpose is at the core of
what it means to be a

committed. Consistent with The Citadel’s mission of preparing

On March 13, Raytheon Chairman and CEO William H. Swanson addressed the South Carolina

secular philosophical
tradition, this spiritual

principled educational

Maj. Gen. Stanhope Spears,
Adjutant General of South Carolina

The Raytheon Scholars Fund

to constituents.”

Whether grounded
in a religious
perspective or in a more

pipeline. So middle school is another area we are
focusing on at Raytheon.

individuals who will push the envelope in technology—in a

Terrence E. Deal in Leading with Soul argue, “it is not our

teaching and leadership are moral endeavors” resonates

Our thinking is that if we can get students excited
about math in middle school, they will be more likely to

technical challenges.

our ability to continue to retain, attract and develop talented
principled or moral purposes. Michael Fullan’s assertion

The Honorable Mark Sanford,
Governor of South Carolina

To honor the efforts of these
heroes and to raise funds for them in
the process, they needed a product
to sell. Darby cut a deal with
California-based Rock’N Tags to
produce, at a signiﬁcant discount,
commemorative dog tags bearing the
names of current active duty Citadel
students and recent graduates who have
served or are currently serving in Iraq and Afghanistan.
With a business model and product in place, next they needed
a work force. They easily recruited cadet volunteers, with a
particularly strong showing from the members of The Citadel
Republican Society, with whom Darby had worked for several
years to coordinate the college’s participation in the Never Forget
Project, an annual memorial that bedecks Summerall Field with
American ﬂags to honor those lost in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
Clad in their digi camo uniforms, the cadet volunteers hit
the streets to work the crowds during the 2007 Parents’ Day
and Homecoming weekends. While building awareness among
campus visitors about the sacriﬁces being made across the globe on
our behalf, the cadets offered dog tags for a $10 donation. Thanks

to Darby’s astute negotiations, the charitable component or net
proﬁt was nearly $9 per unit. They sold half of their preordered
supply each weekend and, when combined with additional
donations pledged along the way, they raised roughly $12,000.
With contributions in hand, all that remained was to ﬁnd a
worthy cause to support that reﬂected the H.E.R.O. Project’s
mission. Perhaps with a notion that charity best starts at home,
Darby and Newkirk sought the advice of Capt. Matthew Kutilek,
'01, Maj. Stephen Pritchard, '95, and Col. Kevin Frederick, Marine
Corps ofﬁcers in The Citadel’s Naval R.O.T.C. department, who
encouraged the cadets to assist the families of those overseas.
At the same time, the cadets were approached with an
opportunity from one of their alumni advisors, Col. Bill Crowe, '74,
a Charleston businessman who serves on the School of Business
Administration’s advisory board and Mentors Association. Crowe
had just been approached by classmates to help fund the 1st Lt.
Almar L. Fitzgerald Memorial Scholarship through The Citadel
Foundation in memory of the class of 2004 graduate who was killed
in action while serving with the Marines in Iraq.

Eager to put his carefully honed business skills to work,
Darby, who graduated in May, joined IBM Global Business
Services in Washington, D.C., as a ﬁnancial management
consultant. While he aims to play an active role in the nonproﬁt
he created, he also hopes that other cadets and college students
nationwide will get involved under Newkirk’s leadership. A
successful organization, he acknowledges, is one capable of
thriving in the absence of its founder.
The Fund Freedom project was conceived by a single cadet
in response to his vision of the world, and how that world might
be improved through the selﬂess service of a few committed
individuals. The experiment dramatically demonstrates how
The Citadel instills in each graduate a philosophy of leadership
through service, cultivating a lifelong commitment to giving of
oneself when called to serve the greater good.
Perhaps most importantly, this project has given the
participating cadets a hands-on education in philanthropy,
conﬁrming that giving back—to one’s college, one’s community,
one’s country—is a key virtue of the principled leader.

Recognizing an opportunity to honor the memory of a fallen
alumnus and underwrite the education of a future cadet while
still supporting those serving overseas, the cadets decided
to provide approximately $8,000 that was needed to put the
Fitzgerald Scholarship above the minimum level required to
create a perpetual endowment at The Citadel. The remaining
funds would then be used according to the H.E.R.O. Project’s
overarching directive “to support our heroes overseas” and their
families at home.
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Mr. Thomas F. O’Brien, Jr., ’78, President,
The Citadel Brigadier Foundation

THINKING

THE BOX

Brig. Gen. Samuel M. Hines, Jr.,
Provost & Dean of the College

Case Studie
s in Professional

Thinking

By Maj. Elizabeth
Connor

INSIDE

Vice Presidents

Thinking

Inside The Box
Dear Fellow Box
Conference
Researcher:
It is my pleasure
to
Annual “Thinking invite you and the members
of your research
Inside
your investigative nside The Box” Conf
group to attend
Conference. We
the First
studies on the
would like you
contents of The
to present the
A reminder of
results of
Box.
the ground rules
for these studies:
1. Investigators
must, to the best
of their ability,
2. The Box may
describe the contents
never be opened;
of The Box.
the contents may
We look forward
NOT be viewed.
to your presentation
at this conference.
Sincerely,

Col. Gregory A. Stone, USA (Ret.),
Commandant of Cadets

Chester Intrados,

Conference Chair

Lt. Col. Ralph P. Earhart,
Interim, Finance & Business Affairs

Col. Cardon B. Crawford, USA (Ret.), ’83

We also need to help individuals earlier in their
development. At Raytheon, we decided to look at the
attitudes of middle schoolers toward math.

The technology is very exciting. But it takes people to

Ex Officio Board Members

Director of Governmental and Community Affairs

places to look.

Our company prides itself on being a technology leader.
Raytheon engineers and scientists pioneered some great
technology through the years. And today the expertise of

develop the technology, talented and diverse individuals,

dimension as an

Col. G. Dewey Yeatts, Facilities & Engineering

other colleges represented in this room today are great

our shared values is diversity.

major airports, to a pivotal role in that successful intercept of

Col. Myron C. Harrington, Jr., USMC (Ret.), ’60

Col. L. Jeffrey Perez, External Affairs

Where will we find bright, educated individuals to carry
the flag in engineering and science? The Citadel and the

and discipline for The Citadel—and people, integrity,

a non-functioning satellite.

The Citadel Graduate College (CGC) celebrates 40 years this fall! Responding

Mr. Larry W. Leckonby, Athletics

scientific fields. We need different perspectives around the
table to come up with the best new ideas and solutions.

commitment and excellence for Raytheon. In addition, one of

and over two-thirds of the world’s airspace, to the capability

Secretary to the Board of Visitors

Mr. Charles B. Coe, ’73, Chairman,
The Citadel Foundation

next generation of technologists and innovators, and to
encourage women and minorities to go into engineering and

The Citadel and Raytheon both have strong values to
guide them, values such as academics, duty, honor, morality

to develop border security systems to safeguard some of our

Lt. Col. Ben W. Legare, Jr., USA (Ret.), ’63

Mr. Simms M. Leitner, ’69,
representing Dr. Rex

scholarship grants to female and minority cadets studying
engineering, math and science at The Citadel. This is
important to The Citadel, to our company and to our nation.

Col. Fred L. Price, Jr., ’75

The Honorable James Rex,
State Superintendent of Education

Given these demographics, it stands to reason that
we need to do everything we can to encourage the

the formation of a Raytheon Scholars Fund to provide

by Capt. Christopher J. Wright,
Marine 2nd Lt. Molly Muldoon, Andy Solomon,
Cadet Ryan Jones, Jennifer Wallace
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54 Cadets H.E.R.O.s Fund Freedom

“Thinking Inside the Box” is just one of nine case studies that I adapted and used
in an honors elective taught during spring 2008 at The Citadel. The case required
students to examine the exterior of a box and determine what was inside without
opening the box. Two groups of students each described the contents of the box and
proposed ways to determine the content. Creative approaches included shaking and
dropping. Brief proposals described using magnetic resonance imaging, researching
the weight of various metals and developing an international shape database.

by Jarret Sonta

Honors electives are unique interdisciplinary courses
designed to provoke discussion and participation among
students enrolled in the honors program.

The disciplines represented in the cases related to the
academic majors of the students enrolled in the class:
business; history; political science; and health, exercise
and sport science.
As a tenured faculty member, I am expected to teach,
publish, conduct research and be active within community
“The makeup of our class played a large role in the
and professional organizations. As a librarian, I support the success of the class. Having students from various majors
institution’s academic mission by planning and providing
allowed for much more discussion than a classroom full of
excellent library resources and services. Each year, several
accounting majors,” said James Aaron Nelson, a business
librarians teach a section of CIT101, the one-credit firstadministration major, who graduated in May. “The class
year experience course that helps prepare cadets
gave me the opportunity to see situations from
for the rigors of college. Normally, though,
the point of view of other professions.”
librarians teach one or two classes of
For this course, I used wiki technology
another faculty member’s course, not an
Computer
to organize the course materials and
entire course.
Literacy
to foster reflective thinking, writing
Each year, Col. Jack Rhodes, head of
and project work among the extremely
the honors program, issues a call for
bright students. Wiki, a Hawaiian
course proposals. The opportunity
word for quick, refers to an easily
to develop and teach a threeedited Web page that enables
Information
credit elective for honors
viewers to post content and
Fluency
students was irresistible, and
contribute to a growing body
I submitted a proposal to
of knowledge. Students were
Critical
Information
teach this elective in spring
expected to answer questions,
Thinking
Literacy
2008.
post comments, download
files and upload files to this
The idea was to build on my
page in an ongoing effort to
research interests in creating and
connect and collaborate with each
sustaining information fluency—
other on the content.
the intersection of computer literacy,
information literacy and critical thinking. Through this
course, I hoped to explore how and when undergraduates
first start thinking like professionals in their chosen fields.
In other words, at what point does a history major become
a historian?
Using the ideas presented at a workshop I attended
at the University of Buffalo’s National Center for Case
Study Teaching in Science, I adapted a broad series of
increasingly complex, peer-reviewed case studies that
involved discussions, role-playing, discipline-specific
research, presentations and brief written assignments.

Leadership and service are the hallmarks of a Citadel education.
Encouraged to seek the road less traveled, those who wear the
ring are always challenged to choose the honorable path. Citadel
graduates have distinguished themselves in all walks of life, sharing
their influence and showing integrity in the face of adversity.
Featured here are a few of the different paths explored by
members of The Citadel family who have sought interesting
ways to make a difference in the lives of others.

At the start of the semester, students completed the
rigorous Cornell Critical Thinking Test, which gave baseline
information about their abilities to extract meaning and
make assumptions based on intellectually challenging reading
passages. The subsequent course content was planned to
reinforce and improve these skills during class and through
weekly reading assignments. The same test was administered
as the final exam. The average score for the pre-test was 60
percent; the average score for the post-test was 62 percent.
Interestingly, one student who scored 63.4 percent on the
pre-test achieved a 73 percent on the post-test.
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Marc A. Buoniconti, '88
President, The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis; Coral Gables, Fla.
F-Troop, Psychology major
Sporting the #59 Bulldog jersey, the 220-pound Marc Buoniconti at 19 was
a powerful, hard-hitting linebacker absolutely determined to succeed, much like
his father, the legendary All-Pro and Hall of Fame linebacker and former Miami
Dolphin Nick Buoniconti. Little did this inspirational leader know the shape that
success would take.
On October 26, 1985, Buoniconti suffered a severe spinal cord injury while
making a tackle for The Citadel against East Tennessee State. The injury, which
left him paralyzed from the shoulders down, also set the course for Buoniconti’s
greatest achievements and life’s work. After learning how to operate a breathcontrolled wheelchair, he returned to college at the University of Miami and
earned a degree in psychology.
Since that fateful October afternoon, Buoniconti has turned his hard-hitting
focus and intense dedication toward raising money and awareness for spinal cord
injury research, acting as a leading advocate for the cause and securing more
than $200 million in the quest to cure paralysis. With the tireless support of his
family and a deep commitment to service, Buoniconti founded and currently
serves as president of The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis, now the world’s most
comprehensive spinal cord research center, with The Buoniconti Fund to Cure
Paralysis serving as its international fundraising arm.
Through its clinical trials and ongoing efforts to unlock the secrets of
spinal cord repair and regeneration, The Miami Project offers paralyzed persons
everywhere hope for a better future. Never one to give less than his all or to find
confinement in the seat of his wheelchair, Buoniconti proudly offers hope and inspiration in his quest to help others walk again.

President and CEO, NeuroLogica Corporation; Danvers, Mass.
Lima Company, B.S. in Electrical Engineering
As an electrical engineering student, Eric Bailey was well known for
thinking outside the box—and occasionally outside the gates, when a gritsand-water diet grew tiresome for this Yankee knob from Rhode Island. The
innovation and scientific exploration he cultivated on campus, coupled with a
stubborn perseverance in solving even the most persistent problems, continue to
serve him well as president and CEO of NeuroLogica Corporation.
Bailey currently holds 20 patents and has been recognized widely
throughout a distinguished career for his contributions to the diverse fields of
aerospace and defense, homeland security and medical imaging. Serving in
the U.S. Air Force, Bailey worked on nuclear missile guidance systems which
included responsibility for two underground nuclear tests during the peak of the
Cold War. Following the Air Force, he joined Northrop Grumman, where he
is credited for the management and invention of numerous weapon guidance
systems. He later became vice president of engineering for X-ray imaging
systems at Analogic Corporation, where he developed the world’s first multislice Computed Tomography system, which is used in all U.S. airports to scan
luggage for terrorist explosives. This invention also revolutionized the field of
medical imaging, enabling full body CT scans.
Inspired by the loss of his brother to a traumatic brain injury, he turned his
talents toward the human brain and cofounded NeuroLogica with his mentor,
fellow engineer and inventor Dr. Bernard Gordon, who likewise is a master
of high-precision instrumentation. Together, they developed the CereTom
CT, the world’s first and only portable head and neck CT scanner that can be
brought bedside to the patient in the OR, ER, or ICU to diagnose time-sensitive and life-threatening brain ailments. This new product, which has
already been credited for saving thousands of lives and received the prestigious Medical Device Excellence Award, is also installed in the ICU at the
Medical University of South Carolina campus in Charleston.
For his many innovations, Bailey has received an honorary doctorate from Northeastern University, has been featured in an exhibit for
Innovative Engineers in the Boston Museum of Science, and in 2006 was named to The Citadel’s list of notable alumni. His numerous public
appearances have included ESPN and the Discovery Channel. Bailey and his wife, Dawn, reside with their three children in Hampton, N.H.,
where he continues to scan the horizon for the next major innovation.
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Hal E. Cobb, '92
Founder, President and CEO,
Atlantic Bank & Trust; Charleston, S.C.
Lima Company, B.S. in Business Administration
A class of 1992 business administration graduate, Hal Cobb has not rested
much since his undergraduate days as a member of the Summerall Guard and the
cross country and track teams. After graduating, he earned an M.B.A. from the
University of South Carolina in 1997 and his graduate degree in banking from
Louisiana State University in 2003.
Keeping up with his college athletic training while raising his son Tyler, Cobb
continued running marathons and in 2005 competed in his first full Ironman
triathlon. Along the way, he turned his attention toward running a new business
as well. Realizing the need to serve those who were not flourishing under the
structure of existing larger banks, Cobb formed Atlantic Bank & Trust in 2007
with two of his Citadel classmates, Chris Landers and Dean Lang. Under Cobb’s
leadership, Atlantic Bank has grown from a fledgling new bank to a highly
successful venture with $150 million in assets, 45 employees and offices in
Charleston, Myrtle Beach and Savannah. Atlantic Bank is a semi-private bank
with a main focus on serving professionals, small and medium businesses plus
residential mortgages.
Today, Cobb credits his time at The Citadel for giving him a fear of being
ordinary and for cementing his drive, work ethic, and perseverance to attain his
personal and professional goals. In fact, his bank set a record in the state of South
Carolina by raising more than $38 million in capital, the most ever for a new
bank of any kind. With the success of Atlantic Bank & Trust and the intentions
to expand to four additional Southeastern markets within the next three years, Cobb clearly continues to run at full speed these days.
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56 The Road Less Traveled
by Jarret Sonta
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